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Introduction to Springer Nature’s
Transformative Agreements
Springer Nature is committed to accelerating the adoption of open access
publishing and open research techniques. Having early and rapid access to
research findings is fundamental to the advancement of science and discovery.

Our Transformative Agreements enable participating institutions to combine journal subscription
access along with open access publication costs (APCs). In addition to managing the cost and
administration of open access, Transformative Agreements offer authors an easy way to comply
with funders’ open access requirements. If your institution has a Transformative Agreement, you
may publish your article open access with your fees covered, in Springer Nature journals that are
included in the agreement.

What authors need to know:

You must be the corresponding
author of the article.

You must be affiliated with a
participating institution.

You must identify yourself during the
author identification process (you will
be asked to do this once your article
has been accepted for publication).

The copyright remains with you: your
open access article will be published
under the Creative Commons
Attribution (CC BY/ CC BY-NC) license
– you are free to redistribute the
material in any medium or format.
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Benefits of open access

Wider collaboration:

Open access publications and data
enable researchers to carry out
collaborative research on a global scale.

Increased citation & usage:

Studies have shown that open access
articles are viewed and cited more
often than articles behind a paywall.

Greater public engagement:

Content is available to those who can't
access subscription content.



Faster impact:

With permissive licences like CC BY,
researchers are empowered to build on
existing research quickly.

Increased interdisciplinary
conversation:

Open access journals that cross
multiple disciplines help researchers
connect more easily and provide greater
visibility of their research.

Compliance with open
access mandates:

Open access journals comply with
major funding policies internationally

Benefits of open access



Why immediate Gold open access is good for you as an author
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Post answer

Interactive poll not supported

View online version

Workflow for authors

https://springernature.turtl.co/story/ta_authors/page/5/1/?pid=63ae565ea73c439c79ab6107
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Access and download our
white papers here

Open research
white papers

Through case studies, market
research and analysis of our own
portfolio data, we are committed to
showcasing and illustrating the
impact of publishing openly. We
continue to take an evidence-based
approach to open research practices,
as evidenced by the white papers we
have produced.

https://www.springernature.com/gp/open-research/about/whitepapers
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Thank you for reading

If you would like more
information about
Spain CRUE-CSIC
Transformative
Agreement, please
contact us:
oa.verification@springernature.com
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